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Introduction. 
It was in June 1919 that the writer's attention was first drawn to a serious 
potato disease prevalent in several pa此5 of Okayama-prefecture， where it is 
localIy known as“Shashaki"・disease. This colloquial term appears to have 
been derived from “Shashaki，" the local name for Euヴ'ajaponica Th. var. 
Y克tmbergぜ:iThw.， a common shrub of the fami1y Theaceae. It is because the 
general appearance of the affc:cted potato plants， inthe case of the variety 
“Naga坦ki・aka，"is closely simi1ar to this kind of shrub in its rigidity and 
discoloration. In Okugun， a potato-growing section in this prdとcture，it has 
been necessary to import every year the “seed" tubers from Nagasaki on 
account of this trouble. Closc:r observations on the symptoms and nature of 
this disease have led the writer to believe it to be identical with leafroll，* 
Crequently reported in Europe and North America. In order tοconfirm this， 
some field trials were undertaken， and a1 available literature on this malady 
has been consulted， and it has been proved beyond doubt that our “Shasha-
ki"・diseaseis nothing but the leafroll of the occidental countries. 
The leafroll disease of the Irishや0包tois a serious plague sp陀adthrough-
out the world wherever this crop is grown. The designa.tion“leafroll " 
〈“Blattrollkrankheit") has been di能rentiatedfrom other simi1ar types by 
ApPEL (1906) and it is of the type that is transmissible but that hぉ notbeen 
proved to be parasitic. It is considered by QUANJER (19l6， 1920) to be an 
infectious disease caused by a virus or an ultramicroscopic parasite. In 
spite of prolonged inquiry， the actual cause of the disea~ is not as yet fully 
determined. But whatever the primary cause of the disturbance， the effect 
is su侃cientlygreat， since tubers produced by a品ctedplants give rise to dis-
eased plants the following season. 
* Throughout this paper the tcrm“leafrol" wi1l be uscd回 asubotitutc for “apparcntly non-
pD.r鍋itc:transmisible 1切frol，". phloem.neaosis，" or“Lepto・nec:rolia."
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Since， so (ar as the writer is aware， (ew reports on this disease have ever 
appeared (rom this country， itseems worth while to submit a preliminary 
report (or publication with the (ollowing purposes:ー
1) To make it known that the disease has recently been recognized in 
]apan and that it is already (airly prevalent， and is increasing. 
2) To describe the symptoms and nature o( the disea民
3) To record the results obtained up to the present in our field and pot 
experiments. 
4) To uphold the opinion o( BOT]ES and FOLSON that the di総統 istrans・
mitted by insects. 
5) To make it known that our“Shashaki "-disease and the leafroll o( 
other countries are identical. 
Here the writer desires to express his indebtedness to Pro(. Dr. K. MI-
YABE， Dr. S. HORI， Dr. H. M. QUAN]ER， Dr. E. BLANCHARD， Dr. ]. G. OORT-
WIJN BOT]ES， Dr. D. FOLSOM and Dr. F. W. NEGER， for the information or re-
prints so kindly supplied by them. 
Historical Sketch. 
That there are some indications that lea(roll is the same trouble， which 
was already causing damage to potato culture in western Europe in the second 
half of the eighteenth白 ntury，is found in the works of QUANJER (1916， p.
130)， ApPEL (1909) and others. However the term "leafroll" (" Blattroll-
l王rankheit") is comparatively modern， and it is only in 1905 that ApPEL (1906) 
distinguished thisザpeof disease from other similar ones. lt was first noticed 
in 'western Germany， Westphalia and the Rhine Provinces in 1905. At the 
beginning of 1908 it caused great alarm in Germany and the adjacent coun-
tries. This was emphasized by an alarming article， written by GRAF ARNIM 
SCHLAG副 THIN(1908)， one of Germany's most prominent potato cultivators， 
and entitled “Europas Karto佐lbauin Gefahr." It expressed the fear that 
in al Germany-with very minor exceptionsー therewas not to be {ound one 
sound potato for“seed." 
ln the year 1909 this disease app伺 redin many places in Europe， espe-
cially in the south-eastern pa此 o(Germany and in Austria-Hungary， and 
caused greater devastation than in the previous year. For instance， inBul-
garia， itspread to such an extent that not a single district was (re. 
lt is now known in most European and American countries. In France 
the disease was first noticed， according to BLANCHARD & PERRET (1918)， in
19句. FoEx (1914， P.44) writes in 1914 literally as follows: 
“La maladie de l'Enroulement s'est montree redoutable en Allemagne， 
Angleterre， Autriche， Hongrie， Hollande， etc. Bien qu'elle existe en France 
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depuis plusieurs annees， elle y a passe presque inapercue jusquta ce jour." In 
the U. S. A.， after the writing of ORTON (1914)) the first outbreak ofthis dis-
ease attended with some economic loss was noticed in Nebraska in 1911 and 
1912， and the second attack was found by Melhus in two places j Onley， Va.， 
and Northern Maine in 1913. In England it ap戸arsto have been making 
some headway during recent years. It is common in al parts of that country， 
but its attacks are more severe in the south (cf. Jour. Min. Agr. 1921， p.956). 
lt is considered by PETHYBRIDGE (1919)， that， owing to the moist climate and 
cooler summer， the disease has not yet made ils presence felt to any con-
siderable degree in Ireland. 
The existing literature on the leafroll disease of the lrish-potato is veηr 
numerous and confused. 1t is beyond the scope of this paper to touch upon 
it here， but the most important investigators of Euro戸 andAmerica， with 
the dates of the publication of their writings. are:-
Germany.-ApPEL (1905-1918)， SCHANDER (1910ー 1915)，STORMER (1910 
-1911)， SPIECI但 RMAN(1911-1913). DOBY (1910-1915)， SCH-
LUMBERGER (191 1 -1920)， VANHA (1910)， HILTNER (1905-1919). 
NEGER (1918-1920)， ES~ARCH (1919-1920)， etc. 
A凶巾・Hunga早 -KORNAUTH(1909-1914)， REITMAIR (1910ー 1913).
KOCK (1909-191.4)， HIMMELBAllR (1912-1914)， BOHUTINSKY:-
KRUlZEVCI (1909-1910). etc. 
Sweden. -HEDLU凶o(1910). 
Holland，'-QUANJER (1913'-1920)， OORTWIJN BOTJES (1919--:1920)， ete. 
France.-F，δEX (1914-1921)， 1kANCHARD (1917-1919)， PERRET (1920)， 
etc. 
America.-ORTON (1913ー 1914)，WORT印 Y(1918)， MURPHEY (1918-1920). 
ARTSCHWAGER (1918)， SCHULTZ (1921)， FOLSOM (1921)， etc. 
We have few repo巾 01the study ofthis disease ever appeared in Japan. 
50 far as the writer is aware the earliest statement on this disease is one 
issued by the Agricultural Experimental Station of Okayama Prefecture in 
1916. Morereccntly in 1920 Dr. S. HORI (1920) of the Central Agric. Exp. 
Sta. at Nishigahara， Tokyo， while describing other leaf-curling or dwarfing 
diseases of plants， made a passing mention of this disease， towhich he pro-
posed to give the name“Hamaki幽byo"(i. e.“leafroll disease ") as the tech-
nical Japanese name. 
The writer's study on the disease starts in June 1919， and it is hoped 
the resea，rch will stil be continued further. 
. Geographical distribution. 
It may be infer・redfrom the reports on the distribution of leafroll that 
it i.s as widely distributed over the world as a陀 potatoes.
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ORTON (1914) mentions its occur陀 ncein Austria-Hu昭ary，Denmark， 
Germany， Ho11and， Sweden， Switzerland， and the United States of America. 
He also states its probable existence in Norway， Russia， Roumania， and 
Bulgaria. It is also reported from France， England， Belgium， Canada， 
Bermuda， Java， Jamaica (ASHBV， 1919)， and Dutch East Indies (VAN HALL， 
1921). 
The disease is fairly widely prevalent in Japan. The affected specimens 
examined by the writer have proved 'its existance in Okayama-， Nagasaki-
and Shimane-prefecture. It seems widely spread also in Fukuoka， Saga， and 
Saitama. 
Economic Importance 
Leafroll causes considerable losses wherever an appreciable percentage 
of the plants is diseased，ゐraffected plants produce the tubers which may 
be greatly reduced in size and number. Severely diseased plants will produce 
only culls， and these will result in an almost total loss to the grower. . In 
50me districts in Okugun section the a能ctedhi1ls have yielded only from 
40 to 60 percent as much as the healthy distincts. This percentage decreases 
from year to year so that the danger and los5 become steadily greater. It 
i5 because of this fact that， as previously stated， in the said section it has 
been nece田aryto impo此出e“seed"tubers from Nagasaki every year. This 
reduced yiel~ is caused by the dwarling of the plants and by the injurr to 
出efood-transporting channels， that ordinarily serve for the passage of the 
materials needed to form starch and other substances in the tubers. 
Further， when net-necrosis appears as a s戸nptomof leafroll， the tubers 
which otherwise could be usedゐrculinary purposes become of less value， 
as they are often rejected. Furthermore inasmuch as the disea関 isinheri・
table， itdecreases the value of the tubers for“seed" purpo町s.
Simptoms of the leafroll disease. 
The following symptoms of the diseased plants are those observed in the 
case of the variety “Nagasakトaka，"which is preferably and w~dery grown 
in our districts. 
While potato plants are stil young and a問会edingmainly on the reserve 
material of the tubers， no symptoms of the disease are to be seen. The 
symptoms do not appear until a large amount of the products of assimilation 
is beginning. tobe conv<句red. After a while the lower leaves become dis-
colored and then the marginal end of each leaflet begins to 1'01 upward and 
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to colour. These phenomena appear at first in the side leafiets of the lower 
leaves， which appear more or less rigid. lf one touch these leafiets they wil1 
ratt1e and fel britt1e. Afterwards the whole plant becomes stunted and in 
poor condition. The stems， stolons， tuhers， and roots remain far behind in 
their development， even though no diseased spots show themselves. ln ad-
dition to these symptoms， which QUANJER designates the “secondary stage，" 
stil1 another stage， the . primary stage" exists. The primary stage begins 
with the rolling up and discoloration in the upper leaves. Rigidity may some-
times occur in the primary stage， but is never so conspicuous as in the second-
ary stage. The primary stage appears when a plant is newly infected and 
the secondaηr stage assumes itself in the plants grown from the diseased 
mother tuber used as“seed." lt is thought that the plants infected relative-
ly late in their development may show rol1ing in the upper leaves only， whi1e 
those becoming infected from the tuber， or when veη， young， show it in the 
lower leaves 白隠し usual1y fol1owed by rolling of progressively higher leaves 
later in the same season until most or al1 are rolled. 
The symptoms observed in the case of the variety“Nagasaki・aka"will 
be precisely described in a manner as fol1ows:ー
(1) External features of the diseased plants. 
a) The vines of diseased plants grow but slowly， do not attain to the 
normal height， the internode of the stem. being shorter than usua1. The 
whole plant appears xerophytic， rigid， turgescent， britt1e and fiexible. This 
rigidity or stiffness is apparent to the eye， and when the leaves a陀 handled
it is al!'o apparent to the touch by the leathery， britt1e texture and to the ear 
by a peculiar rattling as the leaves strike each other. 
b) The edges of the leafiets ro1 upward. lt consists of an upwaJ;'d 
curving of the sides of each leafiet with the midrib at the bottom of the 
trough or spoon thus formed. Its extent depends largely upon the time when 
infection∞curred and upon the age of the a能ctedplants. The roUing may 
appear upon the upper leaves alone or only upon the lower leaves or， rarely， 
throughout the entire vine. 
c) A pronounced pink-purplish discoloration of the rol1ed up leaves ap-
pears at first confined to the apical portion of the terminalleafiets， and after-
wards it becomes manifest along the midribs and veins on the undersurface 
of the leaves， and in the petiole j but sometimes it spreads gradually over 
the whole. The dee戸sttinge， when observed fl"Om the up戸rsideof the leaf-
lets， approaches to rosolane pu中le(RIDGWAV)， but from the under surface， 
along the mid-ribs and net-veins seems to be argy)e purple or bishop's 
purple (RIDGWAV). The discoloration is more conspicuous in the dry seasons 
tllan in wet. Its intensity de戸ndsalso upon the severity of the disease. 
d) Some authors have asserted that the dark patches of dead tissue 
appear on the discolored portion of the leaves. However it is not really the 
ca担， as far as the variety . N aga姐 ki-aka"is concemed. 
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(II) Internal symptoms of the diseased plantc; and tubers. 
a) A pronounced starch accumulation is fuund at first in the terminal 
leaflets of the lower leaves. This phenomenon reveals itself earlier than the 
external symptoms of the trouble. 
b) When the disease is far advanced necrosed phlo加 isfound in the 
midribs， petiols and stems. lt is most noticeable in the distal growing region 
of the stem. Since the necrosis of the phloem causes a stoppage in the trans司
location of elaboratedゐod，it must be very injurious to the whole life and 
development of the plant. The discoloration and rolling of the leaves seem 
to be caused by this disturbance. Further details of phlo長m-necrosiswill 
sp民ia11ybe touched upon in the next page. 
c) The affected tubers after being stored fl)r a while will show a dull 
magenta pu中leor magenta (RIDGWAV) discoloration in the ftesh， inthe vas-
cular bundles， often originating at .the rhizoma scar. The appearance of this 
discoloration di能rsin particular cases， and often it is more or less smaller 
spots， streaks， or map-like， and sometimes extending throughout the whole 
tuber. If exposed to the air the discolored cut su巾ceof the flesh soon 
changes into brownish-black probably by oxidation. This in a1 probabil~ty 
is identical with the net-necrosis of the tubers described by ScHULTZ and 
FOI.SOM (I92I). 
(III) Characte巾ticsobservable when the diseased plants are lifted up. 
a) The tubers produced by plants in the secondary stage of the disease 
are ゐundoftell attached directly on the underground part of the stem. They 
are reduced both in number and size， while there is a great decrease in total 
yield. The extent of this decrease depends largely upon the time when in司
会ctionoccurred and upon the age of the affected plants. 
b) The tubers from the diseased plant， ifused as“民ed，"are often 
found stiIl firm， unexhausted and sound at the time of digging. They are 
even larger in size than when planted. This persistence of the mother tubers 
is a pecuIiarity of the leafroll disease in the secondary stage. ln the primary 
stage of the disease this phenomenon is not necessarily the case. 
c) The runners， or stolons， get so short that the tubers are close against 
the stalk， and none of them attain a normal Iength. It stands to reason， that 
the new tubers are clustered together， directly at the subterranean stem end. 
However the shortness of the stolons is by no means constant; for plants in 
the primary stage of the disease often show some elongated and rather wel1 
developed runners. 
These symptoms as mentioned above， lead us to consider that our disease 
and the leafro11 of the occidental lands must be the same. 
. 
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Phloるm-necrosis;
QUANJER (1913) is convinced， as far as the variety.Paul Kruger is con-
cerned， that phloるm-necrosisis the only internal s戸nptomwhich distinguishes 
true leafroll from a fillmber of other pathological conditions which resemble 
it. However， there are some opinions contradictory to this. For in!itance 
KOCK and KORNAUTH (1913) declared that necrosed phlot:m was alsQ to be 
found in the potato-plants attacked by other diseases， and that it was only 
a chance symptom of litle diagnostic value. SCHANDER and TIESENHAUSEN 
(1914) hold similar views. They found that necrosis of the phloem is to be 
found in plants suffering from other diseases and even in healthy ones. In 
plants suffering from“Krauselkrankheit" and “Bukettkrankheit" it may be 
even more pronounced than in those suffl!ring from leafroll. M ost recently 
of al， ESMARCH (1919) also rejects the view of QUANJER and claims that the 
so-called necrosis may be a proper age phenomenon and a sign of early 
maturity. He writes (1920) literally:ー“ H ・...Phloるmnekrosekein spezisches 
Merkmal der Blattrollkrankheit ist und weder einen diagnostischen Wert be-
sitzt noch zur Erklarung der Krankheit dienen kann. .・...Demnachstdurfte 
die Phloるmnekroseals eine， der Kartoffel eigentumliche Altererscheinung zu 
betrachten sein; ihre haufigeres und fruheres Au仕retenan】uankenPflanzen 
wird dann als Symptom einer Notreife ohne weiteres verstandlich." ARTSCH・
WAGER (1918)， although confirming the opinion that the phlo加 cellsare af-
fected in the cases of leafroll， stil suspects that the development. of necrotic 
tissues is not confined to plants affc:cted with leafroll， but it is common to 
the so-called degeneration troubles and perhaps to others also. Fo孟X(1920)， 
however， accepting the existance of the necrosed phloi:m in the leafrolled 
potato plants， c1aims that this process is of pectic degeneration tending toward 
a sort of gummosis; while it is believed to be a lignification by .QUANJER and 
is thought to be a kind of cutinization by ARTSCHWAGER. 
We find one mo陀 advocateof QUANJER'S view in OORTWIJN BOTJES. 
BoTJES says (1920， p.136)， "Die Phloemnekrose ist ein守pischesKrankheit-
merkmal， das nur bei der Blattrollkrankheit auftritt und auch immer vor・
handen ist， wenn die Krankheit schon weiter vorgeschritten ist. Sie ist aber 
erst wahrnehmbar， nachdem die Starkeschoppung und die aussere Merkmale 
schon wahrend kurzerer oder langerer Zeit beobachtet werden konnen. Sie 
kann denn auch nicht als die Ursache der Starkeschoppung und des Auf-
t陀tensder丞usserenSymptome betracl白 twerden." Also FoEx (1921， p.27) 
writes;“Les resultats， .・H ・tendenta demontrer l'existence d'une reelle con-. 
cordance entre la leptonecrose et l'enroulement." 
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Cause of the disease. 
Few diseases have ever aroused greater divergences of opinion as to 
出eircauses than leafroll. In the ealier opinion of ApPEL (1905-1908)， he 
has attributed the cause of leafroll to Fusarium or Vertici1ium. HIMMELBAUR 
(1912 & 1913) published two pa戸rson the “Fusariumblattrollk岡山heitder 
Karto能1." There it is stated that in the cross-section of the stalk of a dis-
eased potato-plant， the vessel-ring is occasionally yellow-tinted and a fungoid 
mycelium is found. The mycelium upon cultivation brings forth spores， which 
might be classified as belonging to Fusarium. 
However， inmany cases doubt has been expressed about the parasitical 
nature of the disease， as there is no mycelium whatever. It was supposed 
that the disease arises from abnormal and unfavorable conditions of the at・
mosphere and the soil， inconnection with the use of immature “seed" tubers. 
As a result of these co-operating causes， there may have taken place inside 
the potato-tuber enzymotical disturbances， hence a disorder which possibly 
is nothing but a recurrence of the long-known “curl-disease. " 
The followings a詑 someof the hypotheses as to the cause of leafroll : 
( 1 ) Biological hypotheses. 
(吋 Fusarium(ApPEL. ZEDTWITZ， REITMAIR， HIMMELBAUR， KOCH & 
KORNAUTH). 
(b) Verticillium (ApPEL， KοCK & KORNA目 H)
(c) Phoma (STORMER). 
(d) Solanella rosae (VANHA). 
や) Tylenchus， a nematode (V ANHA). 
(f) Helminthosporium (BOHUTINSKY.KRIZEVCI). 
(g) Bacteria (STORMER). 
(1I) Physiological hypotheses. 
(a) Severe drought (HAMANN， WODARG. GOLZ， S四回目).
(b) Excessive moisture (STORMER， VIBRANS， SORAUER). 
(c) Storage at加ohigh tem戸rature(CAUSEMA附).
(d) Prematured“seed" tuber (HILTNER， STO制限， BoHMER， OR叩 N，
CAUSEMAN). 
(e) Overmatured“seed" tuber Uour. Min. Agr.) 
(f) Soil character (STORMER). 
(g) Lack of potash (FOITIK， MAYER.WAGENINGEN). 
(h) Excess of potash (HILTNER). 
(i) Lack of fertilizers (OSTERSPEY). 
(j) Excess of fertilizers (SoRAUER， KRUGER， WIMMER). 
(k) Lack or over supply of mineral ele脱出 inthe soil (ORTON). 
(1) Nitrogen-hunger (BLANC臥 RD& PERR町').
(m) Too long asexual repr吋uction(BLANCHARD & PERRET). 
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(n) E能minacy(“Verweichlichung") (NEGER). 
(0) Hereditary， pathological mutation (HEDLUND). 
(p) Unknown changes of internal forces (HJLTNER). 
(q) Physiological causes (NEGER， ESMARCH). 
(III) Virus， or ultramicroscopical germ hypothesis (QUAN]ER). 
It will be seen， then， that though this disease has been thoroughly in-
vestigated， its real cause has not been ascertained. At present QUAN}ER'S 
virus or ultramicroscopical germ hypothesis is accepted by many of the in-
vestigators. In the general nature， leafroll is like the IIlosaic disease of several 
plants. The exact cause of leafroll is known to be something in the juice 
of the plant. .Therefore it will remain in the plants or their tubers as long 
as they contain juice or water， and it will spread from a diseased to a 
healthy plant only when some of the juice of the former in some way gets 
into the juice of the latter. Insects that extract their food from the channels 
of an a能ctedplant and that pass from one plant to another are well fitted 
to spread the disease. 
Expl姐 ationsof the characteristic symptoms. 
Explanations hitherto known of the symptomatic features of the a能cted
plants are as iollowing. All are caused by the check of the translocation 
of the material， which results probably from necTosis of the ph1oem. 
(1) Dwarfishness， rigidity and reduced yield. 
Much of the food manufactured by. the leaves does not PllSS down to出e
new tubers， as it normally should， but remains in the leaves in the form of 
starch. In consequence of this check there results an increase of the starch 
contents in the leaves of leafrolled plants. NEGER (1918， 1919) is of opinion 
that the starch accumulation stands in closest relation to the degree of leaf 
rolling. There cannほ existany doubt that starch accumulations and rolling 
of the leaves are coincident， yet this does not prove these phenomena to be 
causally related j both indeed may be symptoms caused by a third factor， 
as yet unknown. Nevertheless， excess of starch may be the primary， and 
the rolling of the leaf the secondary factor j though it is not clear how the 
former would cause the Ieaf to rol. 
(2) Discoloration. 
A marked discoloration of the diseased leaves， inthe opinion of QUAN]ER 
(1916， P・99)，is caused by anthocyan. He回ysthe same phenomenon can 
be caused in many plants by cutting off the downward flow of sap. Thus 
it seems the-discoloration is also of consequence of inhibition oftranslocation 
of the sap materials. The discolora~ion of the flesh of the tubers may be due 
to the same reason. 
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(3) Persistence of diseased “seed" tubers. 
As to this， SPIEKERMANN (I91O) is of the opinion that， inplants which' 
prodllce limited quantities of d庁 substance，the salts and nitrogen compollnds 
of the "seed" tubers can not be uti1zed， and， therefore， these remain in 
the stick-tubers， which the児 bycan survive longer. 
Observed nature of the disease. 
General nature of the leafroll disease may be stated as follows: 
(I) The disease is pseudohereditaか Thediseased tubers always produce 
the affected plants. The secondaη7 stage of the disease wiI1 only manifest 
itself， when the cause is present in the Inother tuber. The primaη7 stage 
starts not in the tubers but by infection. 
(2) The disease is communicable. The healthy plants near or somewhat 
apart from the diseased become infected. 
(3) In the newly infected， i. e. primary-dis<:ased plants， some of the symptoms 
are not necessarily present. But in the next generation， i.e. secondary 
diseased plants， theX are al exhibited. 
(4) The primary diseased plants may produce almost normal crop of see凶ng-
ly sound tubers， while in the secondaザ theyield is much reduced. 
(5) When the mother plant is attacked so late that the symptoms are scarce-
ly or not at al to be seen， only a part of its 0偽pringwi1l show the 
secondary disease and it may be that other offsprings derived from it have 
both the healthy and diseased stalks. When the mother plant is attacked 
early and severely the doughter plants wi1l al be secondary-diseased. 
(6) The affec句dplants do not by any means die away earlier than the 
healthy ones; their leaves do 10t fal of. 
(7) Transmission experiments of the disease by tuber-grafting and juice in-
jection have succeeded in our trials. 
(8) It is possible that insects seem to assist chiefly in the transmission of 
the disease. 
(9) Soil infection does not real1y take pla白・
(IO) Mosaic and leafroll a問 similarin their way of transmission. 
Transmission of leafroll. 
One strong proof that leafroll is a disease of the virusザpeis its trans-
mission， through tubers that are usually without any very apparent sign of 
disease， through the graf¥ing of tubers， and throロghthe injection ofthe juice 
of a diseased plant. 
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(1) Transmission by the tubers. 
Tubers of the leafrolled plants always produce similar diseased plants， 
except in veザ rarecase~ there they are too severely affected by the disease 
to produce Ihore than spindling， sprawling vines. The disease is thus， inloose 
sense， ofa pseudohereditaザ nature. Observations made by the writer upon the 
progenies of leafroll diseased stocks since 1919 show that these progenies con~ 
sistently have developed the plants with the symptoms of the disease. 
(2) Transmission by the grafting. 
The first step to prove the suspected nature of the disease， as a virus 
type， isby means of grafts， where a diseased plant part and a healthy one 
can be joined into a single structure， with the best chance for the juice of 
the one to enter the other. This was proved with both tubers and shoots by 
QUANJER (1916) and SCHULTZ & FOLSOM (1921). The same result with 
tuber grafts was confirrned by the writer， asshown in Experiment VI and lX. 
Thus leafroll of the lrish potatoes is successfully transmitted by the g印刷ng.
(3) Transmission by the juice. 
The writer was able， as s1town in Experiment X in the end of this paper， 
to produce diseased conditions in healthy plants through the injectioll of the 
juice of the leafrolled plant. 
General observation indicates that leafrol. may spread from one plant to 
another in the field. Healthy hils at different distances from leafroll hi1ls 
became diseased often as they are closer to diseased hils. lt was BOTJES 
(1919 and 1920， p.123ー 130)that first proved plant-lice to be an agent in 
the spread of leafiひ1from plant to plant in the field. More recently SCHULTZ 
and FOLSOM (1921) conducted four types of experiment， each of which proved 
that plant-lice (幼cros;似 umsolanμ'i Ashm)， could transmit or carry leaf.働
ro11 from Ole plant to another. 
That the potato-plants protected from insects， by means of the insect 
cages， remain free from leafroll has also been ascertained by the writer as is 
shown in Experiments lV， V and VII. This proof is made more convincing 
also by the fact that plant-lice-transmit other virus diseases such as potato-
mosaic and certain similar diseases of cucumber (DOOLITTLE， 1920)， spinach 
(SMITH， 1919)， sugar cane (BRANDES， 1920)， sweet-pea (TAUBENHAUS， 1914) 
and tobacco (ALLARD， 1914)， etc. 
(4) Transmission by the soil. 
Soil infection was once believed by QUANJER (1916). But afterward he 
has abandoned this view， for出efo11owing lines are found in his letter to the 
writer dated March 10; 1921.“ln connection with the first paper (1916)， it
needs to be said that some of my later investigations showed that the sup~ 
position， that the disease is carried by the soil is not correct." As early as 
1910 BERSCH reports that in some instances the disease appeared on land 
which had been for the first time planted in potatoes， thus excluding the 
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possibility of the inたctioncoming from the soil. WORTLEY (1918) also re-
po巾 negativeresults in Bermuda. BoT]ES (1920， p.129) says “Die negative 
Resultate....・H・.bestatigendie Meinung， dass das Co舵agium，welches VOl1 einer 
kranken Vorfrucht im Boden zuruck gelassen werden kδnnte， keine Gefahr 
fur gesunde Pflanzen bietet." From the results of our experiments it is be-
lieved by us also that soi1 transmission does not take place. 
Biochemicalωpects of leafroll. 
The writer has conducted no inquiry as to the physiological or bio-
chemical sides of the disease. The following is an outline of known results 
ascertained by different authors studying leafrol1. 
SORAUER (1913) 白叫 suggested that the diseased potatoes have more 
active oxidase reaction than the healthy ones. GROSS (1907) and afterward 
DOBY (1911， 1912) have proved that the diseased ones not only have higher 
reaction with陀gardto oxidase， peroxidase， and tyrosinase， but also they had 
a slightly higher ash content and less starch and protein. lt would seem 
that katabolism is more rapid in the diseased plants. Extending his study 
to the amyla田 oftubers DOB¥' (1915)回ysthat the amylase of potatoes is 
present partly as zymogen， which passes over continually into the active state. 
The activi守 infreshly expressed sap showed no relation to the variety or 
origin of the potatぽ stested. In general， sound tubers possess more z戸nogen
than diseased ones. This report of DOBY is not considered as having yet 
demonstrated a basal chemical criterion for the presence of leafroll， or as having 
decided whether the chemical or biochemical changes observed in diseased 
tubers are the cause or the e能ctof the disease， or how far the optimum 
and activities of amylase differ in sound and in diseased tubers. 
In a pa戸r'913 QUAN]ER (1913) found that the chiefcause ofthe disease 
. shows itself in the phlo長m strands. The sieve-tubes are shrunken so that 
the walls and lumina of the single tubes cannot be di能rentiated. This 
shrunken tissue is yel1owed， and with acids and caustic potash gives the 
characteristic reactions of lignified ceUs. The physiological disturbances are 
ttaced back to the shrinking of the phloem strands， which causes a checking 
of the， sap flow， thereby indirectly producing the disease s戸nptoms，ro1-1白 i
dwarfing etc. The occurrence of oxidizing enzymes in plants is considered 
to be a response of the plant to the stoppage of the sIeve-tubes and not the 
cause of the disease. 
SPIECKERMANN (1910) found that salts and nitrogenous substances a陀
absorbed much more slowly by plants derived from diseased tubers than by 
healthy ones; on the other hand， at a later stage when the young tubers 
are being formed， the downward flow of salts and nitrogenous substances is 
‘ 
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restricted. The salts 児島rredto by SPIECKELMANN seem， inthe main， tobe 
potassium compounds. As for the nitrogenous compounds， these must be 
albuminous substances as it appears from the work of DOBY (1912) and we 
know that it is just the compounds of potassium and the albuminous sub-
stances， indespensable for the formation of new tubers， which move through 
the phlo長m.
NEGER (T919) suggests that， i:oincident with the excess of starch in 
diseased leaves， there occurs an accumulation of diastase; and both factors 
would indicate serious disturbance of the enzymotic processes within the plant， 
but as to cause and origin of which no clear decision has，Yet been reached. 
Again NEGER (1919) says that leafroll-diseased leaves contain much more 
diastase than sound leaves. That starch is not dissolyed is apparently due 
to the accumulation of split products of starch as sugar， through the presence 
of which the amylolytic enzyme is rendered inactive. T~e same author points 
out that the "Bildungsstarke" is not or only very partially conveyed down 
from leafrolled leaves， hence the yield of tubers is reduced. Moreover sugars 
derived from hydrolysis of “Bildungsstarke" are found accumulated and they 
are stored in the leaves. 
Furthermore NEGER in 1920 published a report in which the results of 
many experiments are shown. He was able to produce artificially the sta~ch 
accumulation， which always accompanies and which he regards as the cause 
of leafroll. lt was done either by more or less complete hindrance of the 
action of stomata or by removal of certain mir'leral nutrients such as calcium， 
sulphur， chlorine and nitrogen. 
BoAS (1919) states that minute differences.in the H-ion concentration may 
have marked effect upon the metabolic process of the plants. This caused 
him to inquire whether， inleafrolled potatoes， there could be determined any 
differences in the H-ion concentrations existing in sound and diseased plants. 
He ascertained from his ex戸市nentSthat， without exception， the cell sap of 
sound plants showed appreciably more acidity than that of diseased plants. 
The acid metabolism of diseased p)ants is plainly disturbed. ln determining 
the albumen metabolism， that might be expected under the circumstances， he 
discovered that the diseased potato stems are flooded with amino acids， while 
the sound tissues are free， or only show traces of these acid~. Examihing 
then into the catalase content月 ofdiseased and sound plan匂， he finds obvious 
differences， inasmuch as the diseased portions show an increase in catalase 
contents over the sound ones; but not al experiments gave identical results. 
EsMARCH (1919) proved that there is a remar】cabledifference in the stal'ch 
production of the diseased and sound potato-plants. While in the leaves of 
sound plants there remain no trace of starch after 19-68 hours， the old leaves 
of affected plants are found filed with starch even after 6-8 days' darkness. 
A microscopic examination of leafrolled leaves shows that mesophyll-cells 
are crammed with starch-grains， and this is the same also in the veins and 
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petioles. Thus， he says， rolling of leaves is a result of inner metabolismic 
disturbances. 
Experimental Data. 
Since the autumn of 1919， seven fie1d trials， as it is possible to grow 
the Irish potato twice a year in our district， were repeated and in addition 
to them three glass-hause experiments were conducted. The data obtained 
from these tests wi1l be stated here. The “Nagasaki-aka" was the only 
variety used for the tests throughout. 
五ザ'e1'imentよ (Fie1d trial-Sept・4-Dec.8， ~919) 
This is a start experiment. In July 1919.田eminglysound and diseased 
plants were se1ected in a field which belonged to the department of ag-
ronomy of our Institute. The localities， from where the original stocks were 
brought， and the numbet:s， which were used in the line se1ection work con-
ducted in the日iddepartment， are shown in Table 1. The tubers of the 
selected plants were kept separately with care and were planted in Sept. 1919・
The selected diseased plants showed various disease symptomsj some of 
them very close1y resemblillg to leafroll， others seemingly curly dwarf and the 
like. Were they independently di能rentdiseases or modified forms of the 
one disease， for instance， of leafroll? The writer determined to solve this 
question. Above al1 it wぉ keptin mind to observe the behavior of suspected 
leafrolled plants. 
The plot used for this experiment was obtained in a corner of the fie1d 
where the Irish potato~s have been grown successively for a few years. The 
“seed" tubers were planted without pI'evious boxing and without cutting. 
The results of the experiment are shown in a tabulated scheme in Table 
I in the next page. 
Remarks:ー Thispreliminary test suggests that:-
The sound tubers produced healthy plants in one instance. However in 
other case some of the plants derived from the sound tubers became dis-
eased. This may be because of infection. The majority of the diseased 
tubers produced a能ctedplants in their progeny. This indicates that the 
disease is of inheritable nature. A mother plant which shows leafro11 and 
tubers of which are found c10sely atiached will almost always produce 
leafrolled plants. Dwarf mother plants often produce also leafro11ed plants. 
By this trial a closer observation on leafroll was made. 
After al， a1 tubers newly yie1ded by the forty-one diseased plants ir Table 
I were separately coIlected in accordan白 withfour types as are classified 
below and were used as the “seed "-tubers in Experiment 1. 
・ー
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Table 1. 
Bhowing也.ereB1出 ofExperiment 1. 
seSletcate d 。ifnthJulpyl，阻tsl| e&||Ntu0b.eorsf|| | State of the plant8 under obser- No.ρf 
1919・ pneudmigbrere.plantd. vation on N・ov.25， 1919. d1n碑la舗nt吋s. 
Sonnd. Shikii 216 4 A11 。ht岨talktheyp，l neighbor infecti。ndid 白not taKe place. 
221 20 Almost h伺 lthy，but 3 were found 3 " " l伺 (rolled.
Leaves rolled， Nagasaki 203 8 Seemingly sound 1. Leafrolled 7. 7 tubers sma11. 
Stunted growth. 176 4 
All 4 with flaccid appearance in the 
4 " leaves. 
Dwan. smaller tubers Shikii 109 13 Apiwaa問rntly sound 6，le&dernolrloeldle4d ・ 7 clo時lyattached. f 1， and dwarf & enrolled 2. 
L回vesro1酎i，
23Z 12 
App町四tly80und 2. 10 but growth vigorous. " conspicuously leafrolled 10. 
Smaller tl1bers clo提ly
attached. 一 8 4 Dwarf 2， normal 2. 2 
Stunted growth. 一 9 5 Normal 2， dwarf & enrolled 3. 3 
P∞tubr e四gmclwostehly，smaller attached. 一 10 9 Appa宵narnft&lyelneraoflrloeldledz 3・，sound 4・ 5 
Total. 79 41 
N. B.-The diseased plants in the table were classified into 4 types; they Bre:ー
(a) Dwar(:-with dwarfed natu開 ingeneral， leaves not enrolled， but flaccid踊 ifin tbe ca詑
。fmosaic. 
(b) Dwarf & enrolled :-leaves伽 cid阻 denrolled， pl釦 tsin a dwarfed developm回 t.
(c) Seeming leaf-roll :-with Bpparent leafroll symptoms. 
(d) LeB(roll :→onspieuo世slyleafrolled， with discoloration in the leaves. 
The provenance and pedig陀enumbers were 1eft out of consideration after 
this experiment. 
五ψerimentI.よ (Fieldtrial-Apr. 14-Ju1y 6， 1920) 
In April 1920， all progeny tubers yielded by the forザ・onediseased p1ants 
and a1so the sound tubers obtained in Experiment 1 were p1anted. In this 
ex戸rimentit was ho戸dto determine whether the four ty戸sof the .diseased 
features， when p1anted separate1y， would manifest themse1ves again exactly 
as before; and if they undergo any change how they behave. The p10ts used 
for this test were se1ected in a corner of the field where for successive years 
preceding no potat田 shave been grown. 
Re叫 tsof the experiment wi1l be shown in theゐllowingTab1e 1. 
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Table 11. 
Showing也.eresul旬 ofExperiment l. 
HeBl向 ord回目叫 |Npl0an.tosf.|| Behaviour of the plants observed on June 26， 1920. 
H伺lthy， 12 
D叩 f& enrolled 3 
41 r館山告'01. I 33 
Dw町f. 2S 
Neither enrollment nor discoloration appea問din the leaves，以lt
the plants appea問 dfeeble， leaflets being small， haulm slender. 
Leaflets smaller， with evidence of dwarf and enrollment. 
All either apt to leafroll or actually conspicuo凶 leafroll，plant 
growth poor， leaves smallet. 
All evidently leafrolled. Plant.growth not vigorous， leaves 
smaller. 
A11 in dwarf state， leaflets smBll and flaccid， no enrollment of 
the leaves appeared. 
Remerks:ー Inthe plants derived from the sound tubers， both enrollment and 
discoloration were not noticed. The reason why the number of plants of 
the d warf and enrolled tr，pe used in this ex戸rimentis few， being only 3 
in al， isbecause the produced medium sized tubers in Ex戸riment1 were 
sc四 t，most of them being culs. Thus the results of this type in Table 1 
are not reliable. The nearly leafrolled type was exact1y the same as and 
nothing but leafroll. The d warf and enrolled type as well as dwarf-type 
have acted just in the similar manner as they were. The ma炉rityofthe 
mother-tubers of the leafroll type or nearly leafrolled type were found un-
exhausted. By this experiment true symptoms of leafroll were more closely 
and clearly observed. Rolling， rigidiザ， brittleness， Jeathery texture and 
reddish-purplish discoloration of the a能ctedleaves; dwarfing of the vines; 
shortness of stolons; reduction in the number and size of tubers have al1 
manifested themselves. 
Experi・'mentIl I. (Fieldむial-Sept.17-Dec. 14， 1920) 
The “seed"iubers usedゐrthis trial we問 thoseobtained from Experi-
ment 1 and they were planted on Sept. 17， 1920. The number of “seed" 
tubers of the near1y leafroll type and the dwarf and enrolled type was only 
six each. This is because of the much reduced yield in these types in the 
伽egoingexperiment. The main object of Experiment 11 was to observe 
more minutly the characteristics and symptoms of the leafroll disease. And 
in this case infection of the disease to the healthy plants was to be watched 
with special care. The plots used were the same as in the preceding ex-
periment. 
Results : -The following Table 11 will show. the results of the test. 
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Souod or di冊目ed.
Healthy. 
Dwarf.eorolled. 
Table 11I. 
Showing也.eresults of Experimen色III.
No.of I ~. ....._ “~';:~;;~， I Behaviour of the plaots I 
tube同.1 00 Dec. 1， 1920・|
Observatioos when lifted 
00 Dec. 14， 1920. 
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6 l1.r・=4，dwarf = 1， 
ot germioated..l. 
Mother tubers remaio uoexhausted， 
oew smaller tubers closely attached 
to the uodergrouod stem. 
. U.eafrol. I.r.=13， dwarf=8， 24 .'.~~ig~r~i~~t~-:'3・
Stoloo short， small tubers attached， 
the mother tuber remaio uoex. 
hausted. 3 
白 'Nearlyleafrol. 6 Il.r・=3， dwarf = 2， ot germioated=l. Mother tubers uoexhausted， 00or very short stoloo， tubers smal. 
Dwarf. 30 
l.r..IS， 
appa問otly80uod= 10， 
ot germioated = S.
ぬ.jorityof the mother tubers uoex・
bausted， stolo short or abseot， 
sma11 tubers directly 00 the stem. 
暢l.r.= leafrol， with∞ospicuoωsymptoms of the disease. 
Remarks :-Some 70 percent of the sound ones became leafrolled. This must 
be the result of infection. A few of the dwarf type appeared out of the 
ザpesof leafroll and nearly leafroll， and apparently sound ones came out 
of the dwarf type. By this experiment also the mostザpicalfeatures of 
leafroll were observed， and the four types divided hithertofor became almost 
al mixed into one type leafroll. Whether this is the e能ctof overcoming 
of leafroll over dwarf-enrollment and dwarf， orthese latter two forms were 
of pa比iculartypes of leafroll， it could not be certainly defined. However， 
it is probably due to the former reason， that is contamination. Potatoes 
planted near our experimental plots became extensively infected. 
&periment IV. (Field trial-April I-July 6， 1921) 
1s soil infection possible ? If some plants derived from the diseased tubers 
were planted， being inserted among or along side of healthy plants， ina plot 
which had not been used for potato culture for several years， how does the 
disease spread? Does the infection more easily spread among the plants 
planted nearest to the diseased ones than among those which are apa比from
the latter? 1f insects are kept away， by means of insect cages， from the 
healthy plants， will the protected plants remain sound? The “seed " tubers 
used for this experiment were of following four origins. 
a) Healthy tubers newly brought from Nagasaki. 
b) Sound tubers newly bo唱htin the market. 
c吋) Lea坊f合制ro凶凶01叫ト-di他se伺as剖e吋dtubers newly brought from Ushimado. 
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dの)Lea拍f品合r叫「
Five long parallel plots wer，陀epr陀epar，問'edin a白eldwhere during some years  
preceding no pota拭tocrop戸shave been grown. On the middle plot some cru-
ciferous vegetables were planted to serve as a separating space of 3 meters. 
On the two plots in one side of the vegetable plot the sound tubers of “a" 
(Plot A) and "b" origin (Plot B) were planted in each of them se戸rately.
In Plot A and Plot B some diseased tubers of "d" origin were planted 
lineally acrossed at. an interval of 4 meters. on the remaining two plots in 
other side the diseased tubers of “c" origin (Plot C) and “d" origin (Plot 
D) were planted. The total number of the plants for this field trial was 
324 in a1. Large cheese cloth insect cages were used to protect plants from 
insect， two each for Plot A and Plot B， thus protecting sixteen healthy plants， 
and a1so one each fo1' Plot C and Plot D as cont1'ol. The insect cages were 
applied on April 29・ Atthis time the sprouting of the tubers had scarcely 
begun and the majority of the sprouts were stil under宮1'cmnd.
Results of the experiment will be shown in the fo11owing Table IV. 
The data of observations， made during the growth of the plants， and 
when at the time of digging on July 1， 1921， wi11 be w1'itten in the fo11ow-
mg way. 
Pr叫 A.
(1) A comparatively satisfactory yield of tubers has resulted. The tube1's 
we1'e of medium size in gene1'al. 
(2) En1'o11ment and discolo1'ation appea1'ed句 the向日 extent chiefly on the 
uppe1' lea ve.s. 
(3) Stolons sho1'te1' in gene1'al. Longe1' ones， howeve1'， were also often no・
ticed. 
(4.) The mothe1' tubers we陀 a1well exbausted. 
(5) It seems a1 plants in this plot have been“primaザ "diseased. This 
must have been the l'白ultof new infection from the neighbouring 
diseased plants. Fo1' a smalle1' numbe1' of the tubers of the same origin， 
used in an ex戸ritnentconducted under a glass-house as is statcd in 
Experiment VI， has behaved a1 sound. 
(6) The plants under the insect cages had well develo戸dhaulms. Their 
leaves， though mottled， being normal， and had no indication of leaι 
1'01. Their production of new tube1's， however， was not satisfactory. 
Thus it seems that to protect出eplants from insects it has an appre-
ciable e佐cton them. 
(7) The mothe1' tube1's of the diseased strain inserted in the plot we1'e found 
consumed 01' remaining unexhausted. The stolons were very sho1't in
common. The yield very much reduced. 
Plot B. 
(1) All plants， even出oughsound in origin， were a能cted，showing nearly 
? ? ?
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 。 ? ?
? ?
?。???
? ?
???
?
? ? 。
? ?
?
?
?
IV. Table 
Showing也eresults of Experiment IV. 
No.of Observed 1聞Jltson舟田鎚showthe number of pl細胞}・
Plots and preparations. plants. May %[. June 13・ June %3・
A1，Dh団組l血dy(・N1t由唱曲rs付，}1i岬Eu由曲民岨吋目酔
55 骨皿.1.r.=33・m=7，l.r.=12， n=3・ lr. = 55， i.e.al at 1魁 t1回 frolled. entirely al distinctly I.r. 
8 m=8 (pa1e spots on 1田.ves). m=8， mottle.d appearanee. not 1回frolled，thOl宅hmottled. 
18 l.r.=13， n=5・ 1.r.= 18， i.e.alll阻 frolled. all typically leafrolled. 
55 I.r.=%[， m=15， n=19・ l.r・=55， allleafrolled. al typically leaf旨olled.
8 m=8 (pa1e spo匂 on1回刊の. m=8. not 1飽食01，though mottled. 
18 I.r・=15.m=%，n=l. I.r.= 18， i.e. allleafrol1ed. al typi曲1y leafrolled. 
C Disea揖d11sbimadofdEZE剛凶略. 77 l.r.=70， m=3， n=4・ I.r・=77， alleafrolled. al enlirely leafrolled. 
lItIderωge. 4 m=4 (pale spots)・ 1.r.=4， leafrolled. I.r. but not rigid as others. discoloration not ap戸ared.
77 I.r.=64， m=8， n=5・ I.r・=77， alleafrolled. al leafrol1ed. 
D Diseased progeny 
under cage. 4 1R=4 (戸le5戸.t5). I.r.詰 4，leafrol1ed. I.r. but DO discolation appeared. 
発凪l.r.=moUled，flaceid， and leafrolled. 
l.r.=leafroll， m=mottled， n=normal. 
0'1 、，
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匂'picalleafrol. lndications of the “primary" diseased stage were 
evident. 
(2) The size and number of the new tubers we陀 notnecessarily smaller 
or scanty. ln one case some fourteen of them were found attached 
to one plant. 
(3) Stolons geIIerally shorter， but not always so. 
(4) All plan匂 underthe insect cages were free from leafrol. Phytot必thora
iψ'stans， however， was found on their leaves late in season. 
• Plot C. 
(1) Stolons always shorter. 
(2) Tbe production of new tubers we問 notnecessarily scarce in this c臼e.
The size also was of medium. 
(3) The plants under the insect-cages became al diseased as has been ex-
pected， and their new tubers we陀 onlyculls or sterile. Phytoththora 
was also noticed late in season. 
Plot D. 
(1) Stolons short in eveマcase.
(2) Veryた'"tubers were produced. 
(3) The mother tubers， inan unexhausted condition， were comparatively 
few. ln the case of eveη， plant to which comparatively larger new 
daughter tubers are attached， its mother tuber was always well con-
sumed. On the contrary whenever it was not consumed， the produced 
tubers are always small in size. 
(4) The plants under the insect cages， being also affected， produced culls 
only. 
Rimarks :-Answers to the objects aimed at this experiment will be as fol-
lows :--
Soil infection is not the case. For the healthy tubers planted in an un-
infested soil became severely diseased. The plants nearest to the affected 
plants， as well as those which are somewhat apart，訂eequally found to 
be diseased. Hence neighbourhood infection thr6ugh the soil seems not to 
take place. The healthy plant'i protected from insects with the insect cage 
did not indicate any sign of leafrol. General contamination， occuπing in 
the exposed plahts， must be due to insect-transmission of the disease. The 
plant lice were extraordinarily numerous in the experiment plots and found 
aggregated in al tested plants except those under theαges. 
Zψeriment V. (Field trial-April I-July 6， 1921) 
How do the healthy tubers behave when planted in an infested soil? 
What effect has the protection from insects upon the healthy plants planted 
on the same soil? Experiment lV and this experiment were conducted in 
a paralIel ~ay at the same time in di能rcntfields. The plots used in Ex-
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戸rimentIII were divided into four long plots， the two on the right being 
planted with the tubers of healthy origin “a" (l_lot A) and “b" (Plot B) and 
the two on the left with the diseased “c" (Plot C) and “d" (Plot"D). The ma-
terials for this experiment were just the same as in the case of Experiment.IV. 
One insect cage covered with cheese cloth was applied on April 29 in Plot A 
and Plot B each. At this time sproutings were as yet not observable above the 
ground. In Plot D 44 of the mother tubers remained unexhausted in Ex-
periment III were replanted. Thus total number of the tubers was 480 inal. 
Results:ー Theresults of the位 perimentwill be shown in a tabulated 
scheme. inthe next page as Table V. 
Observed data obtained while digging up the crop were as follows:-
Plot A. 
(1) The mother tubers were found almost al consumed. 
(2) Many stolons we閃 notlong， though very short ones were absent. 
(3) Newly formed tubers were al of medium size， 4 or 5 being attached 
to every plant. Often， however， numerous smaller nuts-sized ones were 
attached， clustered together. 
(4) All plants “primary" diseased. 
(5) The total yield was less than that of Plot A in the preceeding ex・
periment. 
(6) The daughter tubers of the plan包 underthe insect cage were few and 
of medium size. 
Plot B. 
(1) The mother tubers were almost al consumed. 
(2) 5tolons shorter in general. 
(3) New tubcrs were of medium size， most of them smaller but occasIon-
ally a few larger ones were found among them. 
Plot C. 
(1) The mother tubers were exhausted in general. 
(2) New tubers were very few and much smaller. 
(3) Stolons commonly short. 
Plot D. 
(1) 01d unexhausted mother tubers of Experiment III， when once mo陀
planted， sprouted and developed a feeble shoot， but after a nieanwhile 
withered away. 
(2) Majoriザ ofmother tubers were found consumed. 
(3) Production of new tubers was very scanty. 
(4) Stolons were very sho比
Remarks :-The healthy strain of tubers grown in an infested soil became 
affected without any apparent signs of difference from that from the healthy 
soil in Experiment IV. The protected plants， though grown in the infested 
soil， did not show any trace of leafroll. The transmission of disease to the 
healthy ones in Plot A and Plot B must be due to infection though insect-
transmission of the disease. 
Table V. 
Showing也eresu1包 ofE玄perimentv. 
No.of 
Observed results 00 (匂町esdenote the oumber of plants)・
Plots and p陀paratioo.
plants. May 2[. June 13・ June 23・
!ezmd u6 l.r.=8[， m.1.r.=5， m=23， 0=7. I.r・=[09，m=7. I.r. = 1[4， m =2， i.e.a1 diseased. A-Nagasaki 
00 indication of I.r. 4 mottled. no leafroll. 
1[6 l.r.=33， m=44， 0=39. l.r.=97. 0= [9. 1.r.2E E E，Eis=ea5R， d
B-Market i.e. al diseased practically. 
uoder cage 4 mottled. 00 iodiωtioo of l.r. no leafroll. 
C-Ushimad" 120 oearly a1 diseased. evideot1買a1di皿ased. completely diseased. 
76 oearly al di日おed. ditto dilto. 
D10th冒 44 
Spwmhuitls e were citohmerined g forth，sh∞ts very feeble， sleoder ano scarαly' having any smaller leaves. After a meao. 
al withered away. 
。、
00 
? ? ? ? ? ?
Observations and Expe 
五~pe，.iment VI. (Tube市 aftingtrial-April 1-July 6， 1921) 
1t was to test in this ex戸rimentthe possibility of contamination with出e
disease by tuber-grafting. Twelve tubers of approximately the same size and 
shape we陀 selectedfrom the healthy stock newly brought from Nagasaki， 
that is， one part of the tubers used in Experiments IV and V. Twelve tubers 
also were selected from the leafroll-diseased stock produced by our previous 
experiment. 
Each healthy and diseased tuber was cut in half， and the fresh surfaces 
of each of both kinds uf tuber were intimately bound with a thread to form 
a combination set. When cut into halves discoloration of the flesh was ob-
served in eveηr case of the diseased twelve tubers. Such discoloration was， 
of course， not noticed in the case of the healthy stock from N agasaki. The 
diseased halves in the 12 combined sets were marked with whit;e paint. And 
the combined 12 sets were immediately planted in 12 pots which were kept 
in a glass-house. When the sprouts came out of the soil those from diseased 
halves were completely removed， leaving only those originating from the 
healthy halves. Then five insect cages were a即liedto the fi ve pots of the 
combined関 ts.
The other halves of each of the diseased and sound tubers， 12 in each， 
were planted in other pots separately as the control. Thus total number of 
pots makes 36 in al. Watering was duly applied. 
Results:・・・-The following three tables will show the results of the ex-
periment. 
Table VI. 
Showing results ofもwelvecontrol ha.lves of sou且dtubers. 
Observed results on 
Pot.markl 
May 21， 1921. )uly 1， 1921. 
A Normal development， mottled Bpots in the I leaves-F|Mottled spots disappeared，fre from ledrol-
B I Development somehow retarded. Sound， frefrom leafrol. 
C Very good development， mottled spots con・IMottled spots disappeared， sound， fre from spicuous. I 1回frol.
D I Well develo戸d，leafrol pron曲目白d? Some indication of leafro1 in the' lower leav回? Doubt remains. 
E wtiti?t:認，日蹴idand mottled spots I品目叫 normaldevelopment of pla胤
F I V町ygood development， only mottled. Sound， fre from lea合01.
G 
H 
Dη:1:t詑τ3おz足;.mm叫叫“凶di肌日師帆m叫， mo附。“t削l凶“ m刷卯tω5i九n引ISound， n∞。indiω凶凶t“ion。叩。ぱfle叫。1. 
Good develoD、ment.normallea日etswith a I few motuJh sp。:5・ IHealthy， notrace of disease symptoms. 
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Observed results on 
Pot・mark
May 21， 1921. July 1， 1921. 
Development good， it isω問 teda trace I Tbe said suspicion disappeared， plant was 
of leiuroll ir the lower leaflets. I sound. 
J I Luxuriant growth， leaflets normal. Souod， 00 indication of leafroll. 
K Very. good developmeot， mottled spots I Mottled spots disappeared， souod， rather conspicuoUs. I 00 iodication onhe disease. 
L Very good development， coospicuous mot-I tled s伊t;'~' ~.v.t""'~-" ~~-~.t"'~~~~~ ...~.-I Spots disappeared， free from leafroll. 
As above table shows leafroll did not occur in any of the twelve plants 
that were derived from control halves of sound origin. 
Table VII. 
Sho柄 ngresul旬 oftwelve combined削 s.
Observed results on 
Pot・mark
May 21， 1921. I July 1， 1921. 
I・Good developmeot， no leafroll， hut mottled. I Soond， free "{rom leafroll. 
Il ~d dev~lopment， ~~s~ct~dl~afr.oll， but very I ditto .∞ospicuOus， mouling abundant. 
III* I Go_~ _~evelopmeot， 00 leafroll， mottlings coo・I ditto 
ロlCUOUS.
IV I Good.~~velopmeo~，. seemingly leafroll? I ditto 
mottliogs coospicuous. 
v Flaccid， uodulate and mottled leaves， develop-meot g∞d. ditto 
VI・INormal growth， moUliogs coospicuous. ditto 
VII 
VIII 
Normal development.leafroll in the lower l Typical leafroll with∞ospicuous dis-
le~ves， discoloration appeared， mottle incon-I‘coloratioo. 
SplCUOUS. I 
Goodヤ lopment.no leaftol¥ aod mottling， I Sou叫 freefrom leafroll. 
SOUOO. I 
IX I Rather p∞，r growth， leaflets few but a1 normal. I ditto 
x・|じoo~.developmeot， mottliog is abseot， ooleaf-I ditto 
ro1. 
XI 
XII* 
Vigorous development，∞nspicuous. mottliog， 
no leafroll. 
Superior developmeot， conspi印刷smottlingB， 
目。l伺 frol.
ditto 
ditto 
N. B.-Pots with an踊 teriskare those with the io民ct伺 ges.
This experiment lendsちUppOltto出epρssibility of contamination of dis-
ease by tuber-gra丘ing. lt was proved in one case (Pots VU) only out of 12 
pots. Upon examination it was found that this one was the only combination 
which had formed org叩 icunion wi出 thecorresponding diseased half. In 
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this case∞ly， both halves of healthy and diseased were observed unexhausted， 
whiJe in other詑 tshealthy halves were all exhausted and diseased halves 
were on the contrary all remaining unexhausted. 
Pot-mark 
z 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
TabJe VIII. 
Showing re飢lltsof twelve diseased halves. 
Observed resu1ts on 
May 21， 1921. Ju1y 1， 1921. 
Dwarf， rnargins of 1ealets ro11ed up， reddish-I Characteristic rigidity， dis∞loratioo， in 
purplish disc010ration ap戸ared. I the 10wer 1eafiets， evidently 1eafro1. 
Deve10pmeot pretty good， iodicatioo of 1eaf-
ro1 observab1e， 00 disc010ratioo. 
Dwarf， coospicuous 1eafroll and disc010ration. 
Somewhat mottled， 001eafroll symptoms as 
yet appear. 
Failed to germinate. 
dito. 
ditto (even in the upper 1ea1lc;to)・
ditto (e刊 oin midribs aod veio斗
Tips of the 10wer 1eaves ro11ed， 00 disc010・IRigid， stuoted， disc010ratioo coospicuous， 
ration as yet， conspicuous mottlings. evideot1y 1eafrol. 
Dwarfed， 1eaves fiaccid aod stuoted. 
Deve10pment pretty good， no 1eafro11 and nO 
discoloratioo， conspicuo回 mottliogs.
Well deve10ped， ioclioed towald 1伺仕'01，
mottliogs. 
P∞r deve1opment， rigid， coospicuous1y 1eaf-
rolled with discoloratioo. 
Normal developmeot， ioclioed to become 
l国 frol.
Superior deve10pment， p1ant 1I0d leafiets 
seem oormal. 
ditto (in 10wer ha1i 1eaves). 
ditto (very t印刷1y).
ditto (coospiCUOllJ in 10wer halfl阻 V回)・
ditto (disc010ration even in up阿国聞)・
ditto (very typically). 
ditto (especially 10wer 1elves， also in 
upper)・
Thus all diseased half-tubers produced a佐ctedprogeny as the table in-
dicates. 
Remarks :-At the end of the growing season all the control healthy plants 
were free from leafroll， and on the contraη， allthe control diseased plants 
became conspicuously leafrolled. The mother half tubers of from Pot A 
to Pot L were found all totally consumed. Some of them of from Pot 1 
to Pot 12 were found exhausted or remained not digested. In the glass-
house insects， ifever seen， were very few. Consequent1y the protection for 
them had less meaning， except that the caged plants were entirely free 
from insects. Possibiliザ ofcommunication of the disease through tuber-
grafting was demonstrated in this experiment. 
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五ψm・mentVll. (Field trial-Sept. 20ー Dec.22， 1921) 
In September 1921， sound tubers obtained from Experiment VI， and 
also diseased progeny tubers from Experiment IV， were planted in the same 
plots used in the case of Ex戸rimentIV. 11 this experiment it was hoped 
to see repeatedly出ebehaviour of the sound plants under the insect cages. 
Sixteen sound plants， four plants being under each cage， were protected 
under the cages. Twelve of them remained healthy while four manifested dis-
eased fぬturesin earlier period of the se出 on. Since these four diseased were 
al those protected under the one and same cage， itis considered， that insects 
might have get entrance into the cage by chance. though their presence was 
not noticed. 
The plants from the diseased progeny tubers have seriously diseased. 
The new tubers yielded were practically nothing but culls. Thus the progeny 
descendants from Experiment 1 became totally into culls at last. 
Remarks :-The majority of healthy plants protected from the attack of in-
sects remained sound. 
五伊'mmentVIII. (Field trial-Sept. 20-Dec. 22， 1921) 
This is a repeated trial of Experiment V. Diseased tubers from that 
experiment were planted in the same plots and in just the same manner in 
occordance with the Plots A， B， C and D. The only difference was that the 
insect cages were not applied in this case. Every one of the plants in this trial 
manifested diseased conditions in the earlier period of the growth or at the 
later end of the season. It was only poor culls practically that were yielded 
from them. 
五伊m・mentIX (T由e叩・aftingtrial， Sept. 8-Dec. 15， 1921) 
This is a repetition work of Experiment VI， being followed in just the 
same way， the pots， the soil exactly corresponding to that used in the case 
of that experiment. 
The following three tables will show the results of the trial: 
Table IX. 
Showing res叫旬 ofcontrol色welvehalves of sound飢lbers.
I Tuber name Pot-markl I .planted舟 Observed results at tbe end of the season. 
??? ???? With a sign of learol1， a国rcedi認。lorationin leaflets， mother tuber un・
exha田 ted，stolons short， z new tubers atached. 
Healthy， mother tuber wel1 consumed， stolon loncer， with 3 new tubers. 
Healthy， mother tuber consumed， 9to10n longer， with 1I tubers. 
dito， with 4 medium sized tubers. 
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T山引Pot-markl • ;ï;~t;cÎ:暢
E EJ' 
F F~ 
G G~ 
H H~ 
J~ 
J J~ 
K K~ 
L LJ' 
Observed results at the end of the season. 
Healtby， with 3 smaller tubers. 
Germination failed. 
ditto. 
Normal， healthy， mother tuber consumed， stolon longer， 3 medium sized 
tubers at tached. 
Healthy. mother tuber well exhausted， stolon longer， 3 smaller tubers at-
tacbed. 
Germination fai!ed. 
ditto. 
ditto. 
様 A~ denotes a half piece of the tuber produced in the Pot A in Experiment VI， and so on. 
As this table shows all， except that the plant in Pot A was with a sign 
of the disease， were in normal condition. 
Table X. 
Showing results of twelve combined se也
|TZ:γame l pot-markl -;í;~t~d Obser¥'ed results at the end of the season. 
A~+I2){ 
l[ K，，+ 2" 
III C~+ 3~ 
IV D，，+ 8" 
v E~+II~ 
VI FM+ 6~ 
VII G){+ 7.U 
VIlI H，，+ 4~ 
IX J}f+ 9.~ 
x J ，，+IO~ 
XI KJ量+Il~
XII L~+IZ" 
Typically leafrolled， both halves of tubers solid and unexhausted， stolon 
iudimental， only one small tuber attached. 
Not diseased， sound ~lf of tuber well consumed while diseased half solid 
and not consuflled， stolon longer， 2new tubers. 
Leafrolled， both halves of tuber solid， stoloo short， 3 smal1er new tubers. 
ditto， stolon shorter， 6 cull-tuhers gregariously attached. 
ditto， 3 smaller tuhers attached，・
ditto， only one medium sized new tuber is produced. 
Not diseased， just alike with the case of 11， 2 new tubers produced. 
ditto， with 3 new smaller tubers. 
Germination fai!ed. 
Typic_al leafr~ll， both hal ves of mother tubers not consumed， stolon short， 
with 3 smaller tubers. 
Germination fai!ed. 
ditto. 
Among 9 which were germinated and developed， 6 of them became 
diseased with the decided symttoms of leafroll， and 3 were free from it. Thus 
the possibi1ty of disease-transmission through tuber-grafting was proved. It 
is interest to observe that whenever typical leafi'oll manifest itself in the com司
bined sets it is always found that the叱wohalve-tubers are in a close union 
and they both do not exhaust. On the contrary when only the sound half 
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is consumed， that is there the union does not take place， diseased symptoms 
do not appear. 
Tab!e XI. 
Showing re駅lltsof色welvedi鴎a回 dtubers. 
ρb… Pot-markj • pl;~Ïed: Observed results at the end of the担制OD.
12~ 
z 2:"， 
3 3~ 
4 8~ 
5 U>， 
6 6~ 
7 7~ 
8 4~ 
9 9~ 
10 10~ 
11 11~ 
12 12~ 
Typieal leaf-roll， rolling回 ddi.scoloration io the leaves， mother half tuber 
not coosumed， stoloo -short， 2smaller tubers attaehed. 
ditto， with 2 smaller tubers. 
ditto， with 2 tubers. 
ditto， with 3 small tubers. 
ditto， with 3 small tubers. 
ditto. 
ditto， 00 tubers. 
ditto， with 2 small tubers. 
di tto， with 2 small tubers. 
Germinatioo failed. 
ditto. 
ditto. 
Thus every nine that has germinated a11 manifested守picaldiseased 
conditions. 
.&peri初entX. (Juice injection trialー Qct.28， 1921) 
On October 28， 192 r， leaflets from a typical leafroll plant were taken 
and macerated in a mortar adding small quan凶ザ of water. The j uice出us
prepared was imbibed in a small bit of cotton and the imbibed cotton was 
put upon a wound artificially made on the petiole or on the stem of the healthy 
plants with the sh叩 edgeof a knih A Jarger戸ceof cotton was used 
to overlap the wet bit of cotton in order to protect drying and the whole 
was bound with a thread. This trial was conducted in a glass-house. Num-
ber of the plants used for this trial was only four， the writer being unable 
to get more of them in this case. 
After a week， on Nov. 4， expected interesting resul~s were observed in 
two of the plants used as follows. 
Plant A. 1吋ectionwas made in the middle height of the stem. There were 
eight larger or smal1er leaves on the stem part upper than the infection 
point. Of these eight leaves， lower four which were nearer to the injection 
point indicated a shade of character'istic discoloration and tendency of up-
ward rolling in tip end of their terminal leaflets. These s戸nptomswere 
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later observed in the leaf j ust below to the injection point. When this plant 
was digged勺utit was found that the mother tuber was wcl1 exhausted， and 
stolons being comparatively longer， the new tuber production was satis-
factory. Then it is considered the disease symptom must have appeared 
as the result of the injection of the juice， the plant being in the pr加a叩
stage of the disease. 
Plant B. Injection was made in the middle height of the stem. No trace 
of infection was observable in this plant. The juice injection ended in a 
failure in this case. 
Plant C. Inj民 tionwas made on the petiole of a leaf. In the tip of the ter-
minalleaflet there appeared decided discoloration and upward rolling. Care-
ful examination was made of other leaves， but no symptom of the disease 
was noticed. Mother tuber of this plant was completely exhausted. Tuber 
production was satisfactory， rnany stolons being found long. Thus the said 
symptom of the disease must be due to the artificial injection. 
Plant D. Injection was made on the petiole of a leaf. The result was som~­
what obscure， itis safe to回ythat the infection did not take place in this 
case. 
Remarks :-It seems possible to cause a healthy potato plant to a diseased 
condition by an artificial injection of the juice of a能ctedplant. It is con-
sidered a .virus is contained in the juice of diseased plants. 
Summ町y.
1) A disease of the Irish-potatoes， which is known among practical growers 
under a local name“Shashaki "-disease， has been identified with the leaf-
rol1 of the occidental lands. This disease wぉ recent1yrecognized in this 
country and is already fairly prevalent and is increasing in many places. 
2) Certain symptomatic changes caused by it in the potato plants， namely， 
rolling， rigidiザ， and discoloration of the leaves， dwaげingof the plant， dis-
coloration of the tuber flesh， shortness of stolons， persistence of diseased 
mother tubers， and marked reduction in the yield， are described as observed 
in the variety “Nagasaki-aka." 
3) The pseudohereditary nature， through the tubers， of the disease has been 
proved by the repeated field tests. 
4) It was proved that transmission of the disease through the soil is not really 
the case. 
5) That the disease is transmissible through tuber-grafting and through juice-
injection was demonstrated. 
6) That the disease can be transmitted from one plant to another by inseets 
seems to be real1y the case. For it was proved that the healthy 0位pring
of the potato-plant， ifprotected from the attack of insects， remains free froII1 
the disease. 
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